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"Hay, You!"

c.1,440-c.7578

TLr Juiprr Literature Festival, held every winrer in the capital of Rajasthan,
i the world's largest free literary festival, and perhaps the most freewheel-
iE In 2015 a quarter of a million people came to hear some three hundred
miers speak. At a time when free expression in India is under pressure from
nv directions-heavy-handed governments, thin-skinned communities of
onie and religion, offendables of all sorts-the podiums and shamiana tents
dfie Jaipur festival have become pop-up shops for thinkers with contrarian

lpitbns.
To judge by how often he's invoked, the festival's guiding spirit is the

&mth-century poet Kabir, a man who is also venerated across northern
Ha as a saint. almost a god. It's a rare being who manages to be claimed by
rmvative religious sects and the liberal literati alike. Yet the broad-

trEctrum adulation might have made him uneasy: Kabir was an aggressive
ic of institutions and orthodoxies in pretty much any form, a debunker

dlmbug in an unadorned poetic style. There is no other voice from the
past quite like his:

Sautting about,

A smirk on your face,

Hare you forgotten

Ihe ten months spent

h a foetal crouch?
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Cremation turns you to ashes,

Burial into a feast

For an army of worms.

Your athlete's body's only clay,

A leaky pot,

A jug with nine holes.

As bees store up honey,

You gathered wealth.

But after you're dead,

This is what's said,

"Take away the corpse.

Tt stinks."

Death undermining mortal follies and pretension: one of Kabir's favoritc

themes. These are his verses in translation by the poet Arvind Krishna Meb

rotra. Like many of Kabir's poems, they are directed straight at you. ooKabir

challenges us," says Linda Hess, a professor at Stanford University and e

Kabir scholat. o'He says, oHey, you! Listen!' Hey, you saint or you truth

or you idiot or you brother or you mother or you priest, you mullah. Someti

he challenges our foolishness, our blindness, our ignorance, our hypocri

our pretentiousness-all those kinds of things. And when we first encou

it we think he's talking about those other idiots, and it's not about us. But

course he is talking about us."

Benares, or Varanasi, is India's holiest city. Built on the western banks of

Ganga as the sacred river curves northward through the eastern part of U

Pradesh, it's one of those places that seem to hold the whole world. In

streets and lanes you'll find relentless commerce and the pursuit of

and perfection, from the finest betel leaf to the most refined classical

Deep learning and deep poverty intermingle. Death is ever present in

tion rituals and, over loudspeakers or in concentrated silence, the living

everywhere at prayer. Hindus call Benares Kashi, the "City of Light." It is

to be the god Shiva's favorite spot, and the great Kashi Vishwanath Tr

here is consecrated to him.

Among the city's thousands of shrines, dedicated to many different gods
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saints, is the Kabir Chaura and mutth. This monastic compound in the heart of
rhi city is built around whar is said to be the hut where Kabir lived, the plat-
fom where he preached, and his samadhi, a shrine to his mortal remains. on
dtplay in one of lhe rooms is a pair of wooden sandals he supposedly wore.

Like determining the location of this shrine, most stories about the poet's
life are based on guesswofll-or total bahwaas,as a modern-day Kabir might
$al-. By some accounts, he was rescued from the abjection of being born low-
caste by a Brahmin whom he had tricked into becoming his guru by tripping
H- on the ghats that lead down to the river Ganga as the Brahmin went for
his morning bath. After Kabir's death, other stories say, his body was trans-
ftrmed into flowers-ensuring he was neither cremated by Hindus nor buried
br lluslims, each of whom claimed him as their own. The only things we
tnow for sure about Kabir, though, are that he was alive in the fifteenth
cnltury, composed poetry, came from a caste of Muslim weavers, and lived in
lraares. That's it.

So, instead of taking the Kabir pilgrimage tour organized by the ..,r.ru.-'
urr's disciples, you might visit Bazardiha, a poor, low-lying neighborhood
hard the western flank of the city that floods during the rainy season. The
rca is populated mostly by Sunni Muslims, who identify themselves by
Grgte. a common practice for communities of different faiths across India.
mfu is Kablrlq lineagq: low--gaglg Alsari, or Julaha,_weavers.

:{ weaver's son / Possessed of a weaver's I Patience}, Kabir once sang o{
lieself. If those lines almost romanticize the labor. we should remember that,
lhnrically, even the name of Kabir's caste, Julaha, was a slur-basically,

rthand for poverty and ignorance. In Bazardiha, sitting in cramped rooms
il)trg men without enough work, you start to hear Kabir's insistent, urgent
h emerge. Patient weaver's son? Hardly. His is one of the most impatient,
[Etic, fed-up voices in the Indian cultural canon. with Kabia oothere's no
lLring about the bush," Arvind Krishna Mehrotra says. o.He,s always ha-
aFring you, catching you by the collar, constantly drawing your attention to
f,rldn things-and he wants you to look at them in his way. so there is a
gnd element of the didactic in him-telling you as directly as he can in a
hpnage that you will understand."

h ean follow me only if you are prepared to burn your house, Kabir said
rmther poem. For'ohouse" we might easily read o.bridges,,: he was an
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equal-opportunity offender, sparing no one with his scathing tongue. ReIi'
gious men were particularly mocked-the Hindu pandits and Muslim (or, as

they were still referred to back then, 'oTurk") mullahs who said that only thqr

could, for a fee, show low-caste individuals the way to God:

If you say you're a Brahmin

Born of a mother who's a Brahmin,

Was there a special canal

Through which you were born?

And if you say you're a Turk

And your mother's a Turk,

Why weren't you circumcised

Before birth?

As Mehrotra puts it, ooThere's no aspect of religion that Kabir leaves ur
touched, whether it's a sacred thread or a place of pilgrimage or a holy book r
praying so many times a day."

Though born Muslim, today Kabir is one of the most famous so,nts, T
"saints," of the broadly Hindu movement known as bhakti, which often used

poetry and song (composed not in Sanskrit, but in local spoken languages) n
upend social orthodoxies. The {se of bhakti devotion in North India para}
leled the spread of the Sufi movement in Islam; both embraced the idea of e

personal relationship with God. Priests or mullahs didn't matter; precise ritud
didn't matter; caste didn't matter. Sincere avowals of faith, no matter hor
rough-hewn or coarsely spoken, still had the power to reach the ears of God-

I'm Rama's slave

And Rama brought me to

The slave mart where Rama

Is the one who buys and sells.

He puts me up for sale,

But you can't buy what's Rama's.

He keeps me off the block.

Well then I can't be sold.

My body's dead

My memory's blank.
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My master's name, says Kabir,
Is all I know.

Toren into bhakti as individual worship were also strands of social protest
and even rebellion, and much of what Kabir composed was experienced
eollectively by congregations of followers. Most Indians know Kabir's words-
r rn-ords that are ascribed to him-through his songs, which have been per-
ftrmed in every possible style, from the incandescent renditions of another
independent spirit, the classical vocalist Kumar Gandharva, to the qawwalis
d Fareed Ayaz Qawwal, to the smooth Sufi gospel style of Sonam Kalra. The
rspect of performance was always central to bhakti and could help instill
gsrchological fortitude in people who had been excluded from other forms of
Im$er. For the oppressed in India, as for the slaves of nineteenth-century
lmerica, collective singing could be both consolation and a musical assertion
d strength in numbers.

-{fter studying performances of Kabir's work, Linda Hess believes that
the spirit of his poetry is more in song than in texts. Kabir, she notes, made
foa of people who were too dependent on books. There is a studied inten-
tinn in his choice of everyday, simple words, and there's craft in the rhyth-
uic arrangements he gave them, lifting phrases from ordinary speech into
mg.

uke many other early Indian poets, Kabir probably could not read or
rrile- He had to find other means to keep his poetry alive. The metrical word
heacs of his verses, called padas, made them easily memorizable, which
dloued them to be handed from singer to singer, and from community to
mmmunity-easily memorizable, but also open to improvisation and collec-
[iue revision. Every singer can bring his own dialect, her own language, to
*d *-as supposedly first Kabir's. Different communities add different nuances;
hes are dropped and added, tone is varied. But even as the verses undergo
tlnnges in performance, they keep a family resemblance, as blues or jazz

;rbrmances do.

Kabir's verses have traveled across India from Benares westward to
laF.61arr, and east to Bengal. They've also traveled across ,fr" r*fJ,i..rr-
hed by major poets. Rabindranath ragore (82), Ezra pound, czesraw
lslrsz, and Robert Bly have all produced their own versions of Kabir"s

-=e-though Arvind Krishna Mehrotra's translations are in some way the
m audacious. 'orhe same poem has existed in three different manuscript
hrlitisns, in three different ways," Mehrotra says. 'orhat frees the translator
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from sticking too closely to the original, because at the end of day there is
no original." One of Mehrotra's boldest translations echoes Kabir's peren-
nial theme:

"Me shogun."

"Me bigwig."

"Me the chief's son.

I make the rules here."

It's a load of crap.

Laughing. skipping.

Tirmbling, they're all
Headed for Deathville.

In the blink
Of an eye, says Kabir,
The king will be

Separated from his kingdom.

In Benares, the weaving community that Kabir came from has been foun&
ering for decades, a decline unrelieved by the growth of India's national
economy. The artisan tradition was first undercut by power looms, then cheap

Chinese yarns. What's left of it today is being further crippled by innovatiom
such as WhatsApp: traders flash the sari designs of Benares weavers to priil
shops in Surat, which mass-produce saris at a quarter of the price of han&
woYen pieces.

Kabir himself has suffered a similar appropriation. Benares's Kabir
temple and mutth are run by higher-caste Hindus, who have made him one d
their own. On the tended grounds of the chaura, you can see life-size plaster

statues, burnished in copper-colored paint, ofthe poet leading a band ofhfo
singing followers, preaching and enacting various scenes from the story ofhis
life. This is Kabir as religious figurehead. His devotees have even assembled

his words into a holy book, the Bijak.
It's one of the ways radical lives get assimilated. The powerful make e

house pet out of the people who mock and excoriate them. But upper-case
Hindus aren't the only ones who try to pocket Kabir's memory. Leftists and

progressives see him as a radical social critic or messenger of interfaith har-
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mony; lower-caste activists have adopted him as an anticaste evangelist; and
:till others hear in him the voice of a benign humanist. Mehrotra captures
ihe paradox well: "Every now and then someone comes up and tells you ex-

actly how it is. And what Indians tend to do is they absorb him into the pan-

rheon. Which is exactly what has happened to Kabir. He said as bluntly as

:e could things about Hindus, Muslims, the caste system-none of it has

=rade any difference to anyone. It's not that he changed the world."
The eastern banks of the Canga River, opposite the ghats of Kashi, are

-argely deserted. It's a swath of sand, some neglected land, and a few fields.

The area is known as Katesar, but locals sometimes speak of it as Magahar,

e metaphorical reference to the actual town of that name some two hundred
rilometers away. It's considered a place of ill luck. In the Bijak, it's said that

-: r'ou die there, you come back as a donkey-exactly the opposite of what
rrppens ifyou die on the other side ofthe bank.

Kabir quite possibly came to these desolate shores when his poetic dis-
*"lence got him exiled. Or perhaps he exiled himself here. But then of
:,:,urse, I'm probably making this story up, just as so many others have been
",r,ade up about Kabir. Still, I imagine him coming here, gazing across the
*"..,w-flowing water and thinking about the absurdity of life in the busy world
rn the city.

I've squandered my whole life
in Shiva's city:
\olt that it's time to die,
I'r'e risen and come to Magahar.

ltashi, Magahar: for a thoughtful man,

thev're one and the same.

llr devotion's depleted:

hou will it land me on the other shore?

Today in India, dissenting views are often exiled-forced out of the pub-
ilr: :phere by state interference and by religious and social groups within
rnn -i society. Claiming offense, these groups make threats to the public order,
rni.-=uring courts and authorities to invoke colonial-era restrictions on free

m,ttch. Books and documentary films are frequently banned. Publishers are

mnsidated into censoring their authors. Celebrity voices such as Salman
ffirusir,lie's have been silenced-even, famously, at liberal havens such as the
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Jaipur festival. Meanwhile, the voices of other writers and thinkers, less
known, are being muffled all over the country. So now perhaps it's as i
tant as eyer to reject reverent incarnations ofKabir and recognize the
social critic and skeptic-the one whose verses are rightly woven into
long, rich, often-endangered tradition of dissent in Indian life.


